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On a Ru~0001! surface Cs and CO form a very well ordered~Cs1CO!-~232! compound layer
whose structure was analyzed recently~Cs on-top, CO in threefold sites!. Here we present a
vibrational analysis of the same system using high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
~HREELS!, thermal desorption spectroscopy~TDS!, and low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!.
The bonding of CO to Ru is both local and nonlocal. Two~C–O! stretch frequencies are observed
depending on whether there are one or two CO molecules in the 232 cell. They change in energy
between 155 and 204 meV depending on CO coverageuCO. SettinguCO

max51.0, the evolution of the
C–O stretch intensities indicates that up touCO50.22 the 1-CO-~232! phase is formed exclusively
implying some mobility of the Cs layer. ForuCO.0.22 the 2-CO-~232! phase grows additionally
until at uCO51.0 only the 2-CO-~232! phase is found. Two Ru–CO stretch modes are observed for
the first time and are assigned to adsorption in the hcp and fcc hollow sites within the 232 unit cell.
They are very weak in intensity which is attributed to the threefold-hollow site and some screening
in the 2D compound. With CO adsorption a change of the electronic structure of the Cs adlayer is
observed; the adlayer loses metallicity and the Cs–Ru stretch becomes visible. Strong changes of
the Cs–Ru stretch energies are observed with CO coverage. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!02818-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali-metal overlayers adsorbed on transition-metal
surfaces play an important role as electronic promoters in
heterogenous catalysis.1 Frequently, they facilitate bond
breaking of adsorbed particles involved in the catalytic reac-
tion, and the related modifications of the electronic proper-
ties of these coadsorbates have been studied in detail, mainly
by using carbon monoxide as a test molecule. Recently, it
was demonstrated how these interactions in turn also affect
the properties of the adsorbed alkali-metal atoms.2 The vi-
brations of Cs atoms adsorbed on a Ru~0001! surface can be
excited by impinging low-energy electrons and are moni-
tored as characteristic energy losses as long as the coverage
is small. At higher coverages, the closer distances between
the Cs adatoms cause the overlayer to become metallic, and
as a consequence, dipole fluctuations are screened very effi-
ciently by the two-dimensional electron gas so that an exci-
tation of the vibrations via dipole scattering is no longer
feasible. This becomes possible again, however, after subse-
quent adsorption of CO or oxygen, which is the way the
electronic coupling between the alkali adatoms is sup-
pressed. In addition, observed shifts of the Ru–Cs vibration
to higher energies indicate substantial strengthening of this
bond, thus corroborating more indirect conclusions of a re-
cent calorimetric study with a related system.3

The Cs1CO coadsorption system is very interesting. It

forms a well ordered two-dimensional compound whose
structure was determined recently.4,5 Figure 1 shows a sche-
matic top view of the Cs-~232! adlayer on Ru~0001! the
structure of which is also known from an independent study.6

As one can see, the 232 unit cell exhibits two adsorption
sites of high symmetry which are the hcp and fcc threefold-
hollow sites. In the~Cs1CO!-~232! compound CO occupies
these two sites giving rise to a 1-CO- or a 2-CO-phase if
only the hcp-site or both sites are occupied, respectively.4,5 It
is interesting to note that CO has changed its adsorption site
from on-top in the CO/Ru~0001! system7,8 to the threefold-
hollow site in the Cs1CO compound layer. Whereas in
many vibrational studies conclusions on adsorption sites are
drawn we are here in the good position to investigate how
the known structure influences the vibrational pattern.

Using high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
~HREELS! we have been able to measure the complete set of
dipole-active modes including the internal stretch mode of
C–O and the Ru–CO and the Cs–Ru modes.9 Two different
C–O stretch modes are found due to the occupation of the
232 unit cell by one or two CO molecules. We have found
two Ru–CO modes which we assign to the two different
~hcp and fcc! threefold-hollow sites. The Cs–Ru mode
shows characteristic differences for the three phase@Cs-~2
32!,1-CO-Cs,2-CO-Cs#.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh
vacuum~UHV! apparatus with a base pressure of 1310211a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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mbar which was achieved by a pumping line completely free
of oil consisting of a Ti sublimation pump, a turbomolecu-
larpump with magnetic bearing~Leybold, NT340M!, a drag
pump~Balzers, TCP015!, and a diaphragm pump. The appa-
ratus consisted of two chambers—the upper chamber con-
tained an argon ion gun, a quadrupole mass spectrometer,
and a LEED optics. The lower chamber housed a high-
resolution electron energy loss spectrometer for recording
vibrational spectra. The two chambers were separated by a
valve, in order to keep the lower chamber at a pressure of
3310211 mbar during preparation of the sample in the upper
chamber. The HREEL spectrometer was developed and
mounted at the laboratory of Ibach.10 HREEL spectra were
taken at a 60° angle of incidence with respect to the surface
normal and in a specular geometry. The primary energy was
1.5 eV and the energy resolution was set to 3.8 meV. Typi-
cally, count rates in the elastic peak of about 33105 counts
per second were achieved. Energy loss intensities are nor-
malized against the intensity of the elastic peak.

The sample was mounted using W wires in narrow slits
at the edges of the sample. The wires were resistively heated.
The temperature was measured by a Ni–CrNi thermocouple
spot-welded to the back of the crystal. The Ru~0001! surface
was prepared and its cleanliness was checked by low-energy
electron diffraction~LEED! and HREELS as in previous
work.11 Cs was evaporated from a break seal ampoule. Ther-
mal desorption spectroscopy~TDS! was used for the deter-
mination of the CO coverageuCO.

In the following the HREEL spectra will be presented
depending on CO coverageuCO which was determined inde-
pendently by TDS measurements. The TDS signals were
calibrated with the help of the Ru~0001! ) CO structure
which is known to consist of one CO molecule per 3 Ru
surface atoms. The maximum CO coverage found for the
Ru~0001!-Cs-~232! surface is two CO molecules per 232
unit cell. We define this value of two CO molecules per four
Ru surface atoms asuCO51.0 throughout this contribution.
Our calibration is in agreement with that of Overet al.4,5 for
the same system.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 exhibits a set of HREEL spectra with the full
energy window between 0 and 250 meV in which energy
losses were observed. Parameter is the coverage of CO. The

first spectrum is for the clean surface, i.e., the Ru~0001! sur-
face covered by Cs withuCs50.25 and exhibiting a 232
LEED pattern. The Cs-~232! HREEL spectrum is known to
exhibit a continuous background of electron-hole pair exci-
tation, throughout the whole window of Fig. 2, including an
equivalent noise as can be seen from the figure.12 The noise
and the background decrease whenuCO increases from 0 to
about 0.3. Interestingly, nearly no vibrational signal of CO
can be recognized in this coverage regime. ForuCs>0.24 the
CO intramolecular stretch vibration is observed; it changes
in energy and line shape with increasinguCO. For the
Ru–CO stretch mode which is expected at energies between
40 and 60 meV only very weak signals are observed. This
contrasts the CO adsorption on the bare surface~without any
Cs! for which a strong Ru–CO stretch signal is observed.13,14

This mode is completely suppressed in the 0.08 curve in Fig.
2 although, as checked by TDS, there is CO on the surface
with a coverage ofuCO50.08. In HREELS this CO can only
be detected by using the impact mode in electron scattering
as, e.g., by choosing an angle of 10° off-specular for the
analysis. In Fig. 3 we compare the results for specular and
off-specular geometry. For the two sets of spectra and for
small coverages of CO the CO stretch mode is clearly ob-
served at about 160 meV.

A. The CO stretch mode

First we analyze the CO stretch mode because it gives
rise to the strongest signal. The loss energy as function of
uCO is given in Fig. 4. For smalluCO there is only one fre-

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of a Cs-~232! unit cell on a Ru~0001! surface.

FIG. 2. HREEL spectra of a Ru~0001!-Cs-~232! surface onto which differ-
ent amounts of CO—as given by the relative coverageuCO ~see text!—have
been adsorbed. Primary energyEp and temperatureT for preparation and
measurements are indicated. Clean surface means without CO. The spectra
have been measured in specular geometry.
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quency which is 155 meV in the limituCO→0. Very soon
two losses are observed. Following the LEED structure
analysis we assign these two losses to CO with one CO mol-
ecule or two CO molecules in the Cs-~232! unit cell. We
will call this the 1-CO- and the 2-CO-phase in the following.
The integrated intensity of these modes is plotted in Fig. 5.
First, there is a remarkable delay in the appearance of the CO
stretch intensity. Quite obviously CO is embedded within the
metallic Cs adlayer which screens the CO stretch mode ex-
citation. In this region basically one single CO stretch fre-
quency is observed which smoothly is connected with the
lower frequency branch in Fig. 4 assigned to the 1-CO-
phase. Second, there is a regime where two frequencies are

observed. This part starts already at aboutuCO50.22, i.e.,
much earlier than atuCO50.5. The latter value is expected
for a situation when a complete 1-CO-phase is formed first
and later the 2-CO-phase. Quite obviously there is an over-
lapping regime, i.e., the 2-CO-phase starts forming earlier
than the 1-CO-phase has been completed. For CO saturation
at uCO51 one single loss remains at 204 meV. This shows
that the CO stretch mode frequency is not influenced by the
difference between the hcp and fcc hollow site. If there is an
influence, it is smaller than about 1 meV. The linewidth of
the CO stretch mode was 4.2 meV foruCO51 and the
FWHM of the elastic peak was 3.3 meV in this experiment.
For the CO/Ru~0001! system ~without Cs! we have
observed14 an inhomogeneous broadening of 1.85 meV, a
value which is larger than that observed here. This confirms
the high degree of order in the CO1Cs layer.

B. The Ru–CO stretch mode

The most surprising result is the very weak intensity of
the Ru–CO stretch mode. This is contrary to the CO/
Ru~0001! system~i.e., without Cs! for which the intensity of
this mode is as high as for the intramolecular stretch
mode.13,14 In the latter system CO is adsorbed at an on-top
site up to a coverage ofuCO50.33. In the Cs1CO com-
pound, on the other hand, CO is shifted to the threefold-
hollow site and the Ru–CO mode intensity is weaker than
for the internal CO stretch mode by a factor of 20.

We have studied the Ru–CO loss peak furthermore in
greater detail. Some spectra are shown in Fig. 6. The loss
energies are plotted in Fig. 7. Most interestingly one ob-
serves two losses which we assign to the hcp and fcc sites.
According to the LEED structure analysis the hcp site is
occupied first and we assign the higher-lying loss to the hcp
site. In agreement with the appearance of a second line in the
C–O stretch mode signal the fcc-site loss is observed only
for uCO.0.2. As can be seen from Fig. 6 the two losses differ
in character; whereas the hcp-site loss is dipole active the
fcc-site one is not. From Fig. 6 one also notices that for
uCO<0.26 the~dipole-active! hcp-site mode cannot be ex-

FIG. 3. Specular and off-specular HREEL spectra for small CO coverages
uCO. The other parameters are as for Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Internal stretch-mode frequency of COnC–Oas a function of the CO
coverageuCO.

FIG. 5. Integrated intensity of the internal stretch mode of CO as a function
of the CO coverageuCO.
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cited in specular geometry due to the screening of the Cs
layer. Furthermore, the hcp-site loss energy increases some-
what stronger withuCO. We also varied the surface tempera-
ture from 300 K to 85 K which did not change the spectra
very much.

C. The Cs–Ru mode

We have already shown that we can resolve the Cs–Ru
vibrationnCsat about 8–10 meV with our spectrometer.2,12,15

The Cs–Ru vibration is observed if the Cs atom is somewhat
positively charged which is the case at submonolayer cover-
ages or within a compound layer, i.e., in coadsorption with
an electronegative species. If the Cs monolayer becomes me-
tallic, the Cs–Ru mode cannot be excited since the delocal-
ized charge screens out any dipole fluctuation. Interestingly,
the energy of the Cs–Ru mode varies strongly with Cs cov-
erage which we have interpreted as a change of the bond
strength to the surface.15 nCs varies from 6.7 to 8.9 meV and
falls back to 8.0 foruCs50.25. Our second observation was
that any interaction with chemically active gases leads to a
reappearance of thenCs mode. In this contribution we have
studied the latter effect in detail for the coadsorption with
CO. Energy and intensity of thenCsmode are plotted in Figs.
8~a! and 8~b!. The raw data have been published elsewhere.9

ThenCsmode becomes observable foruCO.0.2, i.e., behaves
similarly as the CO stretch mode. The delocalized charge of
the Cs layer screens every dipole-active vibrational mode
including the Cs–Ru mode for coveragesuCO,0.2.

The energy of the Cs–Ru mode is maximal at about
uCO50.34, i.e., for the 1-CO-phase. We argue that there is a
real maximum since we know thatnCs58.0 meV for
uCO50.15 The value fornCs in Fig. 8~a! rises from 8.0 meV
for uCO50 to 10.0 meV foruCO50.34. AtuCO51.0 we have
only the 2-CO-phase andnCs59.0 meV. The intensity of the
Ru–Cs vibration increases up touCO51.0. This increase is
not proportional to the CO coverage.

Finally, we mention that we also have reproduced the
known5 thermal desorption spectra of the Cs1CO com-
pound. Both Cs and CO are thermally stabilized within the
Cs1CO compound and part of the Cs and all CO desorb at

FIG. 6. The Ru–CO stretch-mode region of HREEL spectra of CO adsorbed
on the Ru~0001!-Cs-~232! surface. The CO coverageuCO is indicated. The
spectra are measured in the dipole mode~specular! and in the impact mode
~10° off!. The other parameters are as for Fig. 2. The sensitivity factors are
1000 ~specular!, 50 ~10° off-specular!, and 400~6° off-specular!.

FIG. 7. Ru–CO stretch-mode frequenciesnM–CO as a function of CO cov-
erageuCO. Circles are for the hcp threefold-hollow site and triangles for the
fcc threefold-hollow site at which CO is adsorbed. The open and the full
symbols are for two different runs of the experiment.

FIG. 8. ~a! Ru–Cs stretch-mode frequencynM–Cs as a function of CO cov-
erageuCO. ~b! Integrated intensity ofnM–Cs as a function ofuCO.
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the same temperature within a sharp desorption peak at about
640 K. Qualitatively, the desorption spectra look like spectra
of order 1/2 compatible with desorption from the perimeter
of 2D islands. Under the assumption of island formation at
smalluCO, this is in agreement with the observation that the
peak temperature shifts by only 15 K to higher values be-
tweenuCO50.08 and 1.0.

IV. DISCUSSION

According to the structure analysis of the Cs-~232!-
Ru~0001! surface6 Cs is adsorbed at the on-top position. The
Ru atom below the Cs moves inwards by 0.1 Å. This struc-
ture gives rise to two different adsorption sites within the
232 unit cell; the hcp and the fcc site~see Fig. 1! which may
be occupied by CO. Compared to the Cs free surface the CO
adsorption site is changed from on-top to threefold hollow.
Due to the existence of these two different sites and the
observation of two distinct phases~the 1-CO- and the 2-CO-
phase! it is straight forward to assign the two different C–O
stretch frequencies to a difference in occupation of these two
sites.

A. Formation of the CO 1Cs phases with uCO

In order to explain the intensity variation of the C–O
stretch mode we have set-up the following simple model. We
define in addition touCO the relative coverageu1 of the
1-CO-phase andu2 of the 2-CO-phase. We differentiate be-
tween the two coverage regimesuCO,0.22 anduCO>0.22.

1. uCO<0.22

From our measurements we conclude that within the Cs-
~232! structure, Cs is mobile so that always the 1-CO-phase
is formed only. It follows

u152uCO, ~1!

and

u250. ~2!

2. uCO>0.22

The existing Cs1CO phase is immobile so that addi-
tional CO is adsorbed statistically on an empty threefold-
hollow site independent of whether or not there is already
one CO molecule adsorbed in the 232 unit cell. This gives

du1
dt

5k1~12u12u2!2
du2
dt

, ~3!

du2
dt

5k2u1 , ~4!

duCO
dt

5k~12uCO!, ~5!

uCO50.5u11u2 , ~6!

Under the assumption of

k15k25k, ~7!

this reduces to

du1
duCO

512
3u1

2~12uCO!
~8!

and

u25uCO20.5u1 . ~9!

Equations~8! and ~9! were numerically integrated and the
result is shown as lines in Fig. 9. One recognizes that the
data are reproduced quite well. The data points are from two
runs of the experiment. The data points foru1 are multiplied
by a factor of 2 in order to meet the calculated lines. This
may indicate that the excitation cross section of the CO
stretch mode is smaller by this factor in the 1-CO-phase
compared to the 2-CO-phase. There may also be some inten-
sity transfer from the low-energy mode to the high-energy
mode. The assumption~7! implies equal sticking coefficients
for the two CO species. One could make the reasonable as-
sumption thatk2,k1 but one realizes that the factor, theu1
data have to be multiplied with, becomes larger than 2 in-
stead of smaller. From this modeling of our experiment we
conclude that the 1-CO- and the 2-CO-phase do not develop
one after the other but there exists some coexistence for
0.22<uCO<1. This conclusion is different to that one of
Over et al.4 who concluded that the 2-CO-phase forms only
after completion of the 1-CO-phase atuCO>0.5. A recent
LEED calculation has indicated that a CO occupation in fcc
and hcp sites according to the HREELs results of the 1-CO-
~232! phase improved indeed the agreement between experi-
mental and calculated LEED spectra.16

B. The CO intramolecular stretch mode

According to the above intensity analysis the two differ-
ent branches of the CO intramolecular stretch mode are due
to different local Cs:CO ratios in the Cs-~232! unit cell. This
follows directly from the observation that the low-energy
branch appears first and looses intensity foruCO.0.4,
whereas the high-energy branch grows strongly in intensity
and is left finally as the only one when both sites in each unit

FIG. 9. Integrated intensity of the internal stretch mode of CO as a function
of the CO coverageuCO. The lines are from a model calculation~see text!.
Open and filled circles are for two different runs of the experiment.
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cell are filled with CO. The energy of CO internal stretch
modes depends on stoichiometry and onuCO, but not on the
kind of the threefold-hollow site since foruCO51, when both
fcc and hcp sites are occupied, we observe one single stretch
frequency only. According to our energy resolution the in-
fluence on the stretch frequency from the two different hol-
low sites is smaller than 1 meV. The low-lying branch of the
1-CO-phase can be extrapolated foruCO→0 to 155 meV and
to 184 foruCO→1. This energy agrees with the value found
by Kondoh and Nozoye who adsorbed CO onto a Cs layer
with uCs50.33 at 85 K.17 The CO seems to push some Cs out
of the surface layer into the second layer under these condi-
tions.

The high-energy branch varies from 177 meV at
uCO50.22 to 204 meV atuCO51. So, the coverage depen-
dencies of the CO stretch mode exhibit both a local and
nonlocal aspect of the CO bond to the surface. For a given
uCO the frequency jumps to the high-energy branch if a sec-
ond CO is adsorbed in the unit cell. This is the local aspect.
On the other hand, for the given Cs concentrationuCs50.25
the frequency of a given CO molecule either in the 1-CO-
phase or in the 2-CO-phase increases strongly withuCO, i.e.,
depends on the occupation of all other CO sites whether they
are at far distances or not. This long-range interaction may
be explained by a sharing of a given charge among an in-
creasing number of CO molecules. With increasinguCO the
charge back-donated into the 2p* orbital decreases and the
internal stretch mode frequency rises. As the coverage of CO
increases, more molecules will compete for the available
charge and the effect on the individual molecule will be
smaller. This nonlocal interaction between Cs and CO is
likely to operate through the metal. Such a smooth change of
frequency withuCO, as observed here for the internal CO
stretch mode, is also evident for the Cs–Ru and the Ru–CO
modes discussed below.

C. The Cs–Ru stretch mode

The energy resolution of the used spectrometer is so
high that we could resolve the Cs–Ru stretch vibrationnCs.
The energy of this mode is 8.0 meV for the Cs-~232! struc-
ture atuCO50.2,12,15This value was derived by extrapolation
for uCs→0.25. At uCs50.25 the Cs–Ru vibration cannot be
observed since it is screened by the 2D delocalized charge.
We cannot decide whethernCs moves continuously up to
10.0 meV at aboutuCO50.3 or whether it jumps to this value
since in this range ofuCO the adlayer is metallic and any
vibration is screened out. The data show a weak maximum
around uCO50.33 which is consistent with a continuous
change. AtuCO50.33 there is only the 1-CO-phase on the
surface whereas atuCO51 there is the 2-CO-phase. From
uCO50.33 to 1.0 the energy ofnCs changes from 10 to 9
meV. These changes of vibrational energy are consistent
with the data from the structure evaluation making the rea-
sonable assumption that a stronger bond is connected with a
shorter bond length. The Cs–Ru layer distances are 3.15
Å60.08 Å for Cs-~232! ~Ref. 6!, 3.12 Å60.04 Å for the
1-CO-phase, and 3.16 Å60.04 Å for the 2-CO-phase.4 In the

1-CO-phase the Cs–Ru bond is stronger than in the Cs-
~232! phase and becomes weaker than in the 2-CO-phase.
The latter effect is in accordance with chemical intuition.
The bond to the substrate becomes weaker if the components
in the 2D adlayer form a stronger bonding network with each
other. Since the energy of the Cs–Ru mode differs by only 1
meV between the 1-CO-phase and the 2-CO-phase it is not
possible to clearly decide whether the frequency change ob-
served is due to a local or nonlocal interaction.

D. The Ru–CO stretch mode

The small intensity of the Ru–CO stretch mode is the
most surprising result of this investigation. We know already
from the development of the CO stretch mode withuCO that
the screening is observed only foruCO,0.24. ForuCO>0.24
the CO stretch mode intensity is as large as on the bare Ru
surface. In contrast, the Ru–CO mode intensity is small
throughout the whole coverage regime. Furthermore, we
know also for the~Cs1O! split ~232! compound coadsorp-
tion system that the O–Ru mode is clearly observed within
the Cs matrix.11 Therefore it seems to us that the weak in-
tensity of the Ru–CO mode in the~Cs1CO!-~232! com-
pound is mainly caused by the adsorption in the hollow site.
We are not aware of any other surface for which CO is
adsorbed on-top in one phase and in threefold-hollow sites in
the other. From the literature the following general trend can
be derived for the relative intensities of the C–O and
metal-CO stretch modes; it is'1 for on-top, 2–3 for bridge
~or top bend!, and 5–6 for threefold-hollow sites. For the
latter case we know only one example, which is Ni~111!, for
which HREELS data18 and independent structural data19–21

are known. For Pd~111!, at which CO adsorbs also at the
threefold-hollow site,22 the intensity ratio is about 9.23 For
our case, the above noted intensity ratio is about 20, i.e.,
much larger than in any other case. We conclude that part of
the weak Ru–CO stretch mode intensity is due to some
screening of the mode by the neighboring Cs ions and the
C–O dipole. This may also be the difference to the Cs1O
coadsorbate case. The O–Ru mode may be better accessible
for the electric field of the incoming electron than the
Ru–CO mode.

Finally, we note that the~K1CO!-~232! compound
layer on Ru~0001! exhibits also a very weak intensity
ratio24,25 which has been discussed in terms of side-on-
bonded CO ~Ref. 24! and upright, bridge-bonded CO
shielded by K.25 In the meantime it was shown that the ad-
sorption geometry is the same as for~Cs1CO!-~232! ~Ref.
26! so that our interpretation of the influence of the
threefold-hollow site seems also important for K1CO sys-
tem.

Despite its weak intensity we have been able to investi-
gate the Ru–CO stretch mode in detail and to differentiate
between the fcc and hcp sites here for the first time. The
observation that the vibrational energy quantum is larger for
the hcp site than for the fcc site in accordance with the idea
that the Ru atom in the third layer is taking part in the bond-
ing. In the limit uCO→0 the frequencies of the Ru–CO
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stretch mode are 54.2 meV~on-top!14 45.3 meV~hcp! and
38.5 meV~fcc!. Interestingly, the Ru–CO modes of the hcp-
and fcc-site differ not only in energy but also in the dynami-
cal dipole moment perpendicular to the surface which is
small for the hcp-site but below the detection limit for the
fcc-site. So, the Ru atom in the second substrate layer seems
to enhance the bonding strength and the dynamic dipole mo-
ment perpendicular to the surface.

The Ru–CO stretch modes exhibit a strong increase in
binding energy withuCO. This result is difficult to under-
stand since withuCO there is a strong increase of the C–O
stretch mode which is connected with a reduction of back-
donated charge. If one assumes, that backdonation and
s-donation are somehow in balance, a reduction of
s-donation, i.e., a reduction of the Ru–CO bond strength,
has to be anticipated with increasinguCO. At this point the
calculations of Schultzet al.27 are of importance which
showed that a pure electrostatic picture of a K11 interacting
with ~CO!21 locally would lead to a stable bonding configu-
ration. They pointed out that the 2p orbital of CO filled with
1 electron would be much less diffuse than in the gas phase
thus leading to a much stronger reduction of the CO stretch
mode as observed experimentally. In this picture also the
bonding of the CO2 is mainly to the Cs1 and only to a lesser
degree to the surface leading to a reduction of the Ru–CO
stretch mode frequency. Although this model explains some
of the trends in our experiment—including the weak dipole
perpendicular to the surface giving rise to the weak Ru–CO
stretch mode intensity—it is right only to some extent since
it predicts also an extended C–O bond distance of 1.27 Å for
the CO2 species compared to the 1.15 Å gas phase value.
According to the recent structural analysis the bond length is
1.1560.13 Å for the 1-CO-phase and 1.1060.07 Å for the
2-CO-phase.4 Both values are much nearer to the gas phase
value than to that of CO2 and the pure ionic bonding picture
has to be discarded for this reason. Nevertheless, the model
calculations mentioned show an important aspect of the
bonding situation. The increase of the Ru–CO stretch mode
energy withuCO could mean a reduction in the ionic part of
the bonding between Csd1 and COd2.

V. CONCLUSION

Using HREELS we collected a complete set of the
dipole-active vibrational modes of the well ordered~Cs
1CO!-~232! 2D compound layer on Ru~0001!. The differ-
ent vibrational modes exhibit characteristic changes in en-
ergy and intensity with CO coverageuCO.

A. The intermolecular CO stretch mode

For uCO→0 there is one single loss peak observed at 155
meV. This energy is strongly reduced compared to the value
for gas phase CO~265 meV! or to that for chemisorbed CO
on Ru~0001! ~245 meV foruCO→0!. The Cs atoms lower the
local potential so that strong backdonation into the 2p* or-
bital becomes possible. ForuCO>0.22 a second frequency is
observed varying from 177 meV to 204 meV. The lower
branch is assigned to the 1-CO-phase~1 CO within the 232

unit cell! and the upper branch to the 2-CO-phase~2 CO
within the 232 unit cell!. The occurrence of two frequencies
at a givenuCO value is a clear indication that the CO stretch
mode frequency depends on the local CO concentration. The
strong and continuous shift of this frequency to higher values
with uCO, on the other hand, documents the aspect of delo-
calization of the Cs–CO–Ru interaction. For a given Cs cov-
erage, which isuCs50.25 in our case, the individual CO mol-
ecule gets less charge backdonated if the number of CO
molecules increases.

For uCO51 there remains only one line at 204 meV
which means that the difference of the two adsorption sites
~hcp and fcc threefold hollow! influences the intramolecular
stretch mode energy by less than 1 meV. The two CO stretch
mode branches can be used to differentiate between the two
phases. From modeling of the CO stretch mode intensities
we conclude the following: ForuCO,0.22 the adlayer is mo-
bile to such a degree that only the 1-CO-phase grows. At
aboutuCO50.22 the adlayer becomes immobile so that the
2-CO-phase grows in addition. This finding differs from the
interpretation of the LEED result in terms of a sequential
formation of the 1-CO-phase and the 2-CO-phases.4

B. The Cs–Ru mode

The Cs–Ru mode is observed at 8 meV loss energy for
uCs50.25 anduCO50. KeepinguCs constantnCs increases to
10.0 meV atuCO50.3 where the 1-CO-phase prevails. For
uCO→1.0, i.e., in completing the 2-CO-phase it decreases
again to 9.0 meV. The bond of Cs to the Ru surface is
strengthened by the interaction with CO. This strengthening
is larger in the 1-CO-phase. In the 2-CO-phase the lateral
bond network weakens the Cs bond to the Ru substrate.

C. The Ru–CO mode

The ratio of the C–O and the Ru–CO stretch mode in-
tensities is about 20, i.e., larger than any ratio found for CO
species adsorbed on different sites at a given surface. We
argue that both the weak dipole moment of the Ru–CO bond
perpendicular to the surface at the threefold-hollow site and
some screening by Cs atoms and CO explains the large ratio.
Furthermore, we observe for the first time different frequen-
cies for the two different hcp and fcp threefold-hollow sites.
Surprisingly, the Ru–CO stretch energies increase with CO
coverage whereas from the increase of the C–O stretch mode
energy a decrease is expected. As an explanation we consider
that an increase of the Ru–CO bond strength may occur in
order to counterbalance the Cs–Ru bond strength decrease.

Finally, we underline that the CO bonding within the
Cs–CO–Ru compound is both localized and delocalized in
character. The observation of two C–O stretch mode fre-
quencies at a given Cs coverage supports a local picture. The
smooth changes of all the modes withuCO, on the other
hand, indicate some nonlocal character, i.e., some gradual
change of the charge distribution between the different
bonds. The charge backdonated to the individual CO mol-
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ecule depends on the total number of CO molecules on the
surface. It is straight forward to assume that this delocaliza-
tion proceeds via the electronic charge near to the Fermi
level of the Ru substrate.
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